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For almost sixty years, WWII has provided us with an unending supply of fact, fiction and graphic 
images, and the cornucopia shows no sign of drying up. 

'Death Ray Matthews', an article in Fortean Times {FTl 74, Sept 2003) about an enigmatic WWII 
inventor, reminded me of a story in the Morecambe and Heysham Visitor and Lancaster Advertiser 
(12th January 1944) headed 'Death Ray Inventor Wins Appeal'. The original case report had appeared 
in the Lancaster Guardian for 3rd December 1943. 

On 30th November of that year Lancaster Magistrates' Court fined solicitor George Baron and Henry 
Taylor, a pattern maker, the then hefty sum of £50 for constructing an unauthorised radio transmitter. 
This conviction was overturned on appeal during a two day hearing at the January 1944 Quarter 
Sessions at Lancaster Castle. In wartime, possession of such a device was a serious offence. Indeed, 
the pair, both in their sixties, were warned that they could have faced capital charges had they been 
suspected of using the equipment to guide enemy aircraft or send spy messages. 

The Lancaster Guardian (7th January 1944 ), in reporting the appeal, referred more prosaically to an 
'apparatus'. Admittedly the machine, which the Morecambe paper had described as a Death Ray was 
designed to stop engines rather than zap enemy planes out of the sky, though the consequences 
would have been equally dire for German aircrews. 

The device apparently worked on the principle of television, although the science as reported is 
rather vague. The inventors placed a series of electrical coils at various points between Lancaster, 
Oxford and Sussex, which were allegedly burnt out at distances of up to 230 miles when the 
apparatus was switched on, though other vehicle coils remained mysteriously unaffected. Such a 
jaunt seems odd, given the wartime scarcity of fuel, but the 'motor driver' who drove the car could 
well have been making the trip on official business. Another coil placed on a fence post near 
Lancaster had been successfully destroyed at the more modest range of 100 yards, it was claimed. 

Henry Taylor had a bona fide engineering background, having designed bank safes before joining the 
Royal Ordnance Corps to work on 'aircraft guns'. During WWI he had devised an 'aerial torpedo', 
now reminiscent of the Vl, which the military rejected as being 'too destructive'. 

A police radio expert dismissed the 1943 invention as a pile of 'ancient junk' which could have 
electrocuted its operators, while one of the prosecution lawyers described the venture as a 'gold brick 
swindle' involving primitive television. Throughout the hearing, the strange construction of valves 
and odd components was lurking at the rear of the courtroom but was not switched on. The dialogue 
between Bench and inventors occasioned 'laughter in court' more than once, and the mood lightened 
as the proceedings became more bizarre. 

Perhaps further development of the device could indeed have shortened the war. George Baron 
insisted that a transmission permit was not needed, as the War Cabinet Committee 'know all about 
what we are doing'. 
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Whether transmitter or ray device, the machine caused enough consternation when first discovered to 
warrant a raid by police and 'military security'. When one of the appellants objected to this 
description of the event, the prosecution suggested that they might like even less a reference to an 
MI5 raid, which indeed it was. The question is how far was this military interest a routine 
precaution? Mr. Taylor's WWI aerial torpedo had certainly been 'of defence significance'! 

There were devices stranger than our 'apparatus'. Brian Johnson's highly readable review of 
undercover WWII technology, The Secret War (p.305), features the 'Grand Panjandrum', a rocket
powered bomb designed to roll up assault beaches on ten-foot wheels to confound the enemy. 
Apparently this device ran amok on test, scattering inventors and military observers alike before 
disappearing into the distance at high speed pursued by a dog. After that, surely even the Lancaster 
Death Ray cannot surprise us. 

Reading the transcripts, our two inventors come over as charismatic and eloquent characters, but we 
are unlikely to find out whether they were opportunists, eccentrics or genii. Whatever the true nature 
of the Death Ray, we have at least an offbeat tale that deserves to be more widely known. With 
almost two broadsheet pages of column space devoted to the report, is it, even, conceivable that this 
strange little episode was orchestrated and publicised to divert attention from other more vital 
projects? Reality was no stranger. The 1956 film The Man Who Never Was chronicles how an 
involved and bizarre deception concealed Allied plans for the invasion of Sicily from the Axis 
forces. Incredible - but it did happen. 

Messrs. Baron and Taylor reminded the magistrates that the Press, and not they, had dubbed their 
apparatus a 'Death Ray', thus lending the affair its eccentric edge. 

'We are strangely enough in this historic City of Lancaster ... and today this City through this Court 
is playing, or can play an immense part in the history of England.' 

Stirring rhetoric from the inventors worthy of Olivier's Henry V, but we must remember that the 
authorities had to consider hundreds of strange devices and apportion scarce resources wisely. They 
obviously did their job shrewdly. The 'Enigma' code machine and Barnes Wallis's 'bouncing bomb' 
must have seemed no less weird at first sight than our Death Ray and Panjandrum, but they worked! 

The device remained in police custody until the end of the war. While this may give us the 
impression that there was more to the Death Ray than had been revealed, it was in fact a perfectly 
reasonable precaution. Though crude, the device was capable of producing radio signals and further 
experimentation could have endangered legitimate war transmissions. Mr. Baron stated that the 
military had confiscated equipment and 'ruthlessly' destroyed two 'television towers' that he and Mr. 
Taylor had erected at Pilling and Overton in an earlier experiment. 

Justice prevailed when the Court Chairman, an eminent KC, gave our heroes the benefit of the doubt 
and ordered their £50 returned with costs! 
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